Four tube-shaped caves are described in this work, which origined in consequence of weathering the trees. Their length ranges from 5.8 to 17 m. All of them occur in neovolcanic rocks of Middle Slovakia, in epiclastic andesite conglomerates, breccias or in the tuffs. Some other caverns are close to the entrance of this caves, however they are inaccessible for a man. Thin rim of silicates (opal or chalcedony) occurs in some of them.
The caves originated by weathering of trees in several parts of the world are known rarely (see e.g. Tsuya 1971 ). In Slovakia, they occur in volcanic tuffs or andesite breccias and conglomerates of the subsequent Neogene volcanism. This voluminous volcanism was generated after the Alpine orogenesis of the West Carpathians in the Middle Miocene (Badenian, Sarmatian) mainly in Middle and East Slovakia. It had several eruption centres. Among them the largest is strata-volcano Polana in the Middle Slovakia (Gaál, 2002) .
The first tree-mould cave was described just from the Polana Mountains (Gaál 1993). The little cave named Jaskyna pod Jasenovym vrchom with the length of 5.8 m was found by Vítek (1990) . It is developed in the Middle Miocene volcanic breccias and conglomerates. The little threshold in the bottom of the first third of the cave prevents the transport of waste out of the cavity; therefore it could not originate by weathering. The several short ceiling and lateral offshoots are in the back part of the cave, which probably formed from tree branches. Some sim- Radinger and Mlejnek (2001) described two very typical tree-mould caves named Trpaslicia jaskyna and Pecna. The first of them is developed in coarse epiclastic andesite conglomerate of the Krupinska planina Plateau. The length of the tubeshaped cavern is 11.9 m, the dimensions of the oval entrance are at first 1.2 x 1.5 m, after a few meters 0.8 x 0.7 m and at the end the cavern narrows down to several cm. Some other caverns are close to the entrance, however they are inaccessible for a man. Their length is between 0.15 -7.7 m, diameter between 3 and 40 cm. Thin rim of silicates occurs in some of them. Pecna is situated in Lucenská kotlina basin in the Southern Slovakia and has a similar geologic position as the Trpaslicia jaskyna cave. Its entrance and the first part are probably extended manually. A little cavern, probably of tree branch origin, with the length of 65 cm and the cross-section of 13 x 9 cm occurs in the end of 6.1 m long corridor. Some others similar cavities with diameter 3-5 cm occur around the entrance. According to the geological position of the Pecna Cave and Trpaslicia jaskyna, with chaotic bedded coarse epiclastic andesite conglomerates, we can suppose the high kinetic energy of the wild stream, what carried along the coarse andesite fragments and trees to a longer distance. The distance of the Pecna Cave from Miocene volcanic centre Lysec is 11.5 km, the Trpaslicia jaskyna is situated 14 km away from the eruption centre Celovce (however the trees were not drifted to this distance, because no trees grew in the surrounding of the volcano). Trpaslicia jaskyna has a similar orientation as volcanic slope (E and NE).
The trees were relatively rapidly covered by sand, gravel or ash, generally without oxygen. Their disintegration starts by following reaction:
The aggressive silicic acid induces disintegration of silicate, which occurs as salts of Na, K, Mg etc. For example: Na 2 SiO 3 + H 2 CO 3 ' H 2 SiO 3 + Na 2 CO 3 Na 2 CO 3 floated out by water, and the silicic acid transforms into the silicic gel:
This gel incrusts in colloid form the relatively soft part of the trees -mainly their bark. Later, the gel transforms to the amorphous opal or to cryptocrystallic chalcedony. After some time, the inner part of trees rots and is carried-out by weathering. The crust of chalcedony or opal preserves the cavity against collapsing. The chalcedony crust flakes off in greater cavities and then is weathered out, but in smaller cavities is well preserved and remains.
The caves Jaskyna pod Jasenovym vrchom and Jaskyna v tufoch are situated relatively nearer to the eruption centre. In this place the ash could be hot, and the lixiviation of silicic acid is quicker. The tree can be also burnt by hot pyroclastic material. The partly or completely carbonised tree may be easily penetrated by silicic acid, which transforms to opal or chalcedony. Their colour can then often be darkened by carbon. Such fragments of dark chalcedony occur in the cave Jaskyna v tufoch.
The tree-mould caves, even though their small proportions, are very valuable for paleogeography of vulcanites. It is necessary to pay increased attention and protection to them. 
